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The Retwine Review
Spring is around the corner and like many we are having a spring clean out. So please take the time to
look at some of the incredible specials we are offering on this review and keep an eye out for more to
come over the next couple of months.

In Stock Now
Recacril Acrylic Canvas –
Boatmaster Range
We have added Grey and
Charcoal in 152cm wide
This width is very common
for use in sail covers and
reduces waste.

The SLIKFIT Buttonless Tonneau System is a
patented tonneau track system that makes it
possible to custom fit a buttonless tonneau to
any ute. The system consists of an aluminium
track that is attached to the top edge of the
ute tray, and a robust plastic strip sewn to the
tonneau. No buttons, no bungy cord, no clips
or press studs, just a neat and tidy finish.

CVARGY152 and CVARCC152

VELCRO® Brand Pressure
Sensitive Tape
Acrylic self adhesive fastener tape with superior bond
strength and high temperature performance. The 0172
Acrylic adhesive provides a superior bond to other
products on the market. Achieves full bond strength in
24 hours.
Suitable for use in automotive, signage, computer
housing, sports equipment, envelopes, wall brackets,
medical and other general
manufacturing applications.
Range includes 20mm, 25mm
and 50mm widths. Hook and
Loop sold separately in 25m rolls.
Available in Black and White and
Beige in 50mm Loop.

Did you know?
As we are all well aware NZ has one of the
harshest environments for UV and long term
exposure to sunlight causes degradation
and physical deterioration to products.
UV Radiation does not damage carbon
and many black products are made up of
carbon particles meaning although black
products will absorb more heat, the natural
UV resistance of carbon reduces the amount
of damage compared to other coloured
products. Therefore we recommend the use
of black options in applications where UV
impact is high.
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Restud Rubber Coin
Matting Black
120cm wide, 3mm thick with 22mm raised discs.
Used in high wear areas such as bus step wells,
aisles and commercial entrances.
MGYTRS

Spring cleanout of
obsolete stock.
Toptarp® 400 200cm Blue

PVTT4BL

10 Coil Open Ended Zip
205cm Beige

Webtex® Polyester General Purpose
Webbing
Medium weight high-tenacity webbing used for
shade sails, handles, tie downs and sail covers.

ZOEC10205BG

19mm Black
25mm Black and White
38mm Black and White

Stainless Steel O Rings

25 x 6mm — sold in packs of 25

50mm Black and White
WEWPYGP_ _

Toptarp® 600 205cm Black

PVTT6BK

*Specials are for the month of September 2018 and whilst stocks last. Prices are Trade and ex warehouses and are exclusive of GST.

